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Abstract
The numerical theory for Implicit Runge{Kutta methods shows that there can be order reduction when these methods
are applied to either sti or dierential algebraic equations. This paper discusses how this theory can be utilized in direct
transcription trajectory optimization by modifying a currently used mesh renement strategy. c© 2000 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
One approach to solving optimal control problems is to parameterize the dynamic variables using
values at mesh points on the interval. The resulting optimal control problem is thus transcribed into
a nite-dimensional nonlinear programming (NLP) problem. Since the discrete variables directly
optimize the approximate problem this approach is referred to as the direct transcription method.
It is necessary to insure that the solution to the nite-dimensional nonlinear programming problem
is a good discrete approximation to the original continuous optimal control problem. A method for
rening the mesh such that the discrete problem is an adequate approximation to the continuous one
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was presented in [8]. This method assumes the order of the discretization is known and constant.
However, during the course of the optimization process the actual order may vary with iteration
and location either because the activation of constraints means we really have dierential algebraic
equations (DAEs) [10] on subarcs or there is a local change in stiness. There is a complex in-
teraction between order and the optimization process. As noted in [9] while the DAE theory correctly
predicts order reduction it does not always correctly predict what that order reduction is for opti-
mization problems. Having the wrong value for the order can seriously impact on mesh renement
algorithms [9].
In this paper we consider a major modication of the mesh renement strategy in [8] in order to
compensate for this order reduction. In practical optimization problems it can be extremely dicult
to get the order right theoretically due to the large number of constraints and events. Accordingly,
we are interested in estimating what the order reduction is at dierent places in the discretization and
then using this estimate. It is not important to us whether the order reduction comes from stiness,
the presence of dierential algebraic equations, or other sources. The new mesh renement strategy
not only computes an order estimate that varies with mesh interval and mesh iteration but also has
a dierent logic than [8] for determining the location and number of mesh points.
Our discussion will be in terms of a particular industrial optimization code SOCS developed at
Boeing. However, the comments and observations are relevant to any other optimization code with a
similar overall design philosophy. Section 2 provides needed background. The new mesh renement
algorithm is described in Section 3. A computational example is in Section 4. This paper describes
work in progress. Additional analysis and testing will be described more fully in upcoming reports.
2. Transcription formulation
Typically, the dynamics of the system are dened for tI6t6tF by a set of equations
(State equations) y0 = f (y(t); u(t); t); (1a)
(Initial conditions at time tI)  IL6 (y(tI); u(tI); tI)6 IU; (1b)
(Terminal conditions at tF)  FL6 (y(tF); u(tF); tF)6 FU; (1c)
(Algebraic path constraints) gL6g(y(t); u(t); t)6gU; (1d)
(Simple state bounds) yL6y(t)6yU; (1e)
(Simple control bounds) uL6u(t)6uU: (1f)
Equality constraints can be imposed if an upper and lower bound are equal.
The optimal control problem is to determine the u(t) that minimizes the performance index
J = (y(tI); tI; y(tF); tF): (1g)
This control problem is in Mayer form. SOCS can handle other formulations and problems with
multiple phases [7] (that is, where dierent systems (1) are allowed on dierent intervals). Tran-
scription has been discussed in detail elsewhere [1,2,5,6,12{14,16,17]. SOCS is described in detail
in the references. We focus here on mesh renement.
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There are three primary operations that are performed when solving an optimal control problem
using a transcription method; transcribing the optimal control problem into a nonlinear programming
(NLP) problem by discretization; solving the sparse NLP (SOCS uses sequential quadratic program-
ming), and assessing the accuracy of the approximation and if necessary rening the discretization
by carrying out a mesh renement, and then repeating the optimization steps.
At each mesh iteration, the time interval is divided into ns segments or subintervals tI = t1<t2
<   <tM = tF, where there are M = ns + 1 mesh points. SOCS allows for tI; tF to be variable.
Let yk , uk be the computed estimates of y(tk), u(tk). The control variable estimates at the midpoint
t=12(tk+tk−1) of a mesh subinterval are uk . The two primary discretization schemes used in SOCS are
the trapezoidal (TR) and Hermite{Simpson (HS). Both are equivalent to Implicit Runge{Kutta (IRK)
methods. Each scheme produces a distinct set of NLP variables and constraints. The default strategy
is to do one or two iterations with the TR discretization and then switch to the HS discretization
for the remaining mesh renement iterations.
For the trapezoidal discretization, the NLP variables are ffyj; ujgMj=1; tI; tFg. The state equations
(1a) are approximately satised by solving the defect constraints
k = yk+1 − yk −
hk
2
[ fk+1 + fk] = 0; (2)
where hk  tk+1−tk , and fk  f (yk ; uk ; tk). For the Hermite{Simpson discretization, the NLP variables
are ffyj; ujgMj=1; f ujgMj=2; tI; tFg. The defects are given by
k = yk+1 − yk −
hk
6
[ fk+1 + 4 f k+1 + fk]; (3)
where
f k+1 = f ( yk+1; uk+1; t ); yk+1 =
1
2
[yk + yk+1] +
hk
8
[ fk − fk+1]: (4)
As a result of the transcription, the optimal control constraints (1a){(1d) are replaced by the NLP
constraints. The boundary conditions are enforced directly by the constraints on  , and the nonlinear
path constraints are imposed at the mesh points. In a similar fashion the state and control variable
bounds (1e) and (1f) become simple bounds on the NLP variables. The path constraints and variable
bounds are always imposed at the mesh points and for the Hermite{Simpson discretization the path
constraints and variable bounds are also imposed at the subinterval midpoints. This large, sparse
NLP can be solved eciently using a sequential quadratic programming (SQP) method as described
in [3,4].
3. Mesh renement
The rst step in the mesh renement process is to construct an approximation to the continuous
solution from the information available at the solution of the NLP. For the state variable y(t) we
use the C1 cubic B-splines approximation ~y(t). We require the spline approximation to match the
state estimates at the mesh points, ~y(tk)=yk and the derivative of the spline approximation to match
the right-hand side of the dierential equations, (d=dt) ~y(tk)= fk . We also require the spline approxi-
mation ~u(t) to match the control estimates at the mesh points, ~u(tk)= uk . When a Hermite{Simpson
solution is available it is possible to utilize a higher order approximation for the control using a
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basis for C0 quadratic B-splines. The coecients can be dened from the values at the mesh points
as well as the values of the computed control at the midpoint of the subinterval, ~u(tk+1) = uk+1.
3.1. Estimating the error on a mesh
The true optimal solution y(t), u(t) must satisfy a set of necessary conditions which leads to a
two-point boundary value problem in y(t), u(t) and the adjoint variables (t). A direct transcription
method does not explicitly form the necessary conditions. One reason direct transcription methods
are popular is that it is not necessary to derive expressions for the necessary conditions and it
is not necessary to estimate values for the adjoint variables (t). On the other hand, because the
necessary conditions are not available, they cannot be used to assess the accuracy of the solution.
When estimating the error we assume ~u(t) is correct (and optimal), and estimate the error between
~y(t) and y(t). This is a subtle but very important distinction, for it implies that optimality of the
control history ~u(t) is not checked when estimating the local error. However, it does mean that ~y(t)
will accurately reect what y will be if ~u(t) is used in (1a).
The controls will be represented as C0 quadratic B-splines. This implies that one can expect
to accurately solve an optimal control problem provided the optimal state variable y(t) is C1 and
the optimal control variable u(t) is C0 within each phase. The solution to (1) may require dis-
continuities in the control and=or state derivatives. In particular, when the path constraints do not
involve the control variable explicitly, the optimal solution may contain corners. Similarly, when the
control appears linearly in the dierential equations, bang{bang control solutions can be expected.
Consequently, if the transcription method described here is applied to problems of this type, some
inaccuracy must be expected unless the location of discontinuities are introduced explicitly as phase
boundaries. We will be satised to accurately solve problems when the control is continuous and
the state is dierentiable. If this is not true, we will be satised if the method \does something
reasonable".
When analyzing an integration method for (1a) it is common to ascribe an order of accuracy to
the algorithm [11]. For a xed control u(t), the global error at tk+1 is the dierence between the
computed solution yk+1 and the exact solution y(tk+1). The method is order p if this error is O(hp)
where h=maxk hk . For a xed control u(t), the local error is the dierence between the computed
solution yk+1 and the solution of the dierential equation which passes through the computed point
yk . The Hermite{Simpson discretization (3) is order 4, while the trapezoidal discretization (2) is
order 2. Their local error orders are 5 and 3, respectively. The local error associated with the kth
mesh subinterval can be shown to statisfy
k  kckhp+1k k: (5)
On a subinterval where constraints are active or there is stiness, we assume that (5) is replaced by
k  kckhp−r+1k k; (6)
where r is the order reduction. For our purposes r also measures any change in ck . Unfortunately, the
amount of order reduction is not known and often dicult to predict theoretically. There is a further
problem in which the theory for IRK methods applied to DAEs usually leads to dierent amounts of
order reduction in dierent variables [10]. This is true for both the trapezoid and Hermite{Simpson
discretizations [9,15]. In addition, the dierence between the order of the local and global error can
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sometimes be greater than one. In a complex optimization problem, the activation and deactivation
of constraints can not only change the index but can change what the \index" of a particular variable
is. We distinguish only between the control and the state so that order reduction is always taken to
be the largest order reduction in all the state variables. To estimate the order reduction we need to
rst estimate the local error on a given mesh. Consistent with the philosophy of SOCS discussed
earlier, in estimating the local error we assume the computed control is correct.
Consider a single subinterval tk6t6tk+hk . Suppose the NLP has produced a spline solution ~y(t),
~u(t). Assume yk is correct so that y(tk) = ~y(tk). Then
y(tk + hk) = y(tk) +
Z tk+hk
tk
y0 dt = y(tk) +
Z tk+hk
tk
f (y; u; t) dt: (7)
Both y and u are unknown. Consequently, on [tk ; tk + hk] we might consider the following two
approximations to y(t):
y^(t) = y(tk) +
Z t
tk
f ( ~y(t); ~u(t); t) dt; (8)
y^(t) = y(tk) +
Z t
tk
f (y(t); ~u(t); t) dt: (9)
When working on a xed mesh subinterval [tk ; tk + hk], we let zi(t) denote the ith component of the
vector function z. With either (8) or (9) we could estimate the local error on the kth subinterval as
k =max
i
aij ~y i(tk + hk)− y^ i(tk + hk)j; (10)
where the weights ai are chosen to appropriately normalize the error.
Our particular use for these estimates imposes certain special restrictions. First, we want them to
be part of a code that will be used on a wide variety of problems. Secondly, we want to use the
estimates on coarse meshes. While (9) might be the most accurate, its computation would require
an explicit integration of y0= f (y; ~u; t) on a possibly coarse mesh. An estimate based on an explicit
integrator may be unstable on coarse meshes. The trapezoidal and Hermite{Simpson discretizations
are implicit schemes with very good stability properties. Suppose that we use (8). Then
~y i(tk + hk)− y^ i(tk + hk) = ~y i(tk + hk)− ~y(tk)− (y^ i(tk + hk)− ~y(tk))
=
Z tk+hk
tk
d ~y i
dt
− fi( ~y; ~u; t) dt: (11)
This would seem to suggest using
i; k =

Z tk+hk
tk
d ~y i
dt
− fi( ~y; ~u; t) dt
 :=

Z tk+hk
tk
i(t) dt
 (12)
as the estimate of the error in the ith variable on the kth mesh interval. However, i(t) is an
oscillatory function on the interval [tk ; tk + hk] when using HS. At the solution to an NLP, the
collocation conditions are satised at the mesh points and the subinterval midpoint, so i(t) is zero
at these three points. If one uses (12) the error tends to cancel. For some problems test results show
that (12) indicates zero error with the initial coarse mesh and no mesh renement is done. This
means that not only is (12) not a good error estimate but ~y i(tk + hk)− y^ i(tk + hk) will also be too
small. Thus we turn to estimating ~y i(t)− y^ i(t) on [tk ; tk + hk] instead.
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We dene the absolute local error estimator in the ith variable on the kth mesh subinterval by
i; k =
Z tk+1
tk
ji(t)j dt =
Z tk+1
tk
j _~y i(t)− fi( ~y(t); ~u(t); t)j dt: (13)
Notice that the integrand utilizes the spline approximations for the state and control evaluated over
the interval. We dene the relative local error estimate by
^k =max
i
i; k
(wi + 1)
: (14)
The scale weight wi is the maximum value for the ith state variable or its derivative over the M
mesh points in the phase. ODE integrators typically emphasize the error in prediction while (14)
emphasizes the error in solving the equations. This is closer to the SOCS termination criteria. We
utilize (14) in the ensuing algorithms.
Now let us consider how to compute an estimate for i; k . Since this error is essential for esti-
mating the order reduction we construct an accurate estimate for integral (13). Because the spline
approximations for the state and control are used, integral (13) can be evaluated using a standard
quadrature method. We use a Romberg quadrature algorithm.
We rst look at the relationship between (8), (10) and (14). We are working on one mesh
subinterval [tk ; tk + hk]. Let y be the solution of y0= f (y; ~u; t), y(tk)= ~y(tk) The next theorem shows
that (13) measures the dierence between the functions ~y(t); y(t) on [tk ; tk + hk]. One might try to
show this by considering  = ~y − y and try to linearize directly but we are especially interested in
what happens on possibly coarse meshes for problems which might be sti.
Theorem 1. Let h; i be the Euclidian inner product. Assume that f (y(t); ~u; t) satises a one-sided
Lipschitz condition. That is; hy−z; f (y; ~u; t)−f (z; ~u; t)i6ky−zk2 for all y; z. Let K=maxfeh; 1g.
Then
sup
tk6t6tk+hk
jy
i
(t)− ~y i(t)j6K
Z tk+hk
tk
ji(s)j ds:
We omit the proof because of page limitations. If the original problem is sti, then K is close to
1 for larger h also.
3.2. Estimating the order reduction
In order to utilize (6) it is necessary to know the order reduction r. We compute an estimate
for this quantity by comparing the behavior on two successive mesh renement iterations. Assume
that the current mesh was obtained by subdividing the old mesh, that is, the current mesh has more
points than the old mesh. Consider a single subinterval in the old mesh. Denote the local error on
this subinterval by
= chp−r+1; (15)
where p is the order of the discretization on the old mesh, and h is the stepsize for the sub-
interval. If the subinterval on the old mesh is subdivided by adding I points, the resulting local error
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estimate is
= c

h
1 + I
q−r+1
; (16)
where q is the order of the discretization on the current mesh which can be dierent if the dis-
cretization has changed. If we assume the order reduction r and the constant c are the same on the
old and current meshes, then we can solve (15) and (16) for these quantities:
r^ = q+ 1− log(
−1hq−p)
log(1 + I)
: (17)
The estimated order reduction is then given by
r =max[0;min(nint(r^); q)]; (18)
where nint denotes the \nearest integer". Note that ;  in (18) will be the estimates of the error
computed on the two meshes. As a nal practical matter we assume that the order reduction is the
same for all I + 1 subdivisions of the old subinterval. Thus the \resolution" of our order reduction
estimates is dictated by the old \coarse" mesh. We have found this more robust than estimating
dierent orders on each new subinterval.
Let
Q(a; b) = q+ 1− log(h
q−pa=b)
log(1 + I)
:
Then
Q(p1a; p2b) = Q(a; b)− log(p1=p2)log(1 + I) :
Here p1=p2 is the ratio in the weights. Note that p1=p2=1:07 and I=1 gives r=1 while p1=p2=1:15
gives r=2. Thus a change of 15% in the weights could easily aect an r estimate. Accordingly for
the order reduction calculation we take k =maxi ( wii; k), where wi are xed weights computed on
the rst mesh iteration and then r = Q(k ; k+1), However, we still use variable weights wi in the
mesh renement algorithm and termination criteria.
3.3. Constructing a new mesh
We now describe an approach for constructing a new mesh using the estimates for order reduction
and local error on a current mesh. \Old mesh" is the previous renement iteration, \current mesh" is
the current iteration, and \new mesh" is the next iteration. Simply adding a large number of points
to the current mesh increases the size of the NLP problem which must be solved, thereby causing
a signicant computational penalty. The goal is to reduce the local error as much as possible using
a limited number of new points.
The preceding section described how to compute a local error estimate for each segment or
subinterval in the current mesh. Equating the local error k in (6) with the relative local error
estimate ^k from (14) we obtain
kckkhp−rk+1 = max
i
i; k
(wi + 1)
(19)
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so that
kckk=max
i
i; k
(wi + 1)hp−rk+1
: (20)
Let Ik be the number of points to add to subinterval k, so that from (6) and (20) we may write
k  kckk

h
1 + Ik
p−rk+1
= max
i
i; k
(wi + 1)

1
1 + Ik
p−rk+1
(21)
for integers Ik>0. This is an approximation for the local error on each of the 1+Ik subintervals. The
new mesh can be constructed by choosing integers Ik to solve the nonlinear integer programming
problem:
minimize: (Ik) = maxk k (22a)
nsX
k=1
Ik6M − 1; (22b)
Ik6M1 for all k: (22c)
That is, we minimize the maximum error over all of the subintervals in the current mesh, by adding
at most M − 1 total points. At most M1 points are added to a single subinterval. Typically we use
M1 = 5.
When the local errors on each subinterval of the current mesh are approximately the same, the error
is equidistributed. If the estimated local error for the current mesh is dominated by the estimated
error on a single subinterval , that is,   k with k 6= , the solution to (22) will require adding
as many as M1 points into subinterval .
If the desired local error tolerance is , we would like the new mesh to be constructed such that it
has an estimated local error below this tolerance. In fact when making predictions we would like the
predicted error estimates to be \safely" below, ^=  where 0<< 1. Typically we set =1=10.
The procedure begins with estimates for the discretization error k on all subintervals in the current
mesh and we initialize Ik = 0. When I 6= 0 the error  is \predicted" and presumably less reliable.
In this case we force it to be \safely" less than the tolerance before stopping.
Mesh Construction Procedure
(1) Subinterval with Maximum Error; Determine subinterval , such that  =maxk k .
(2) Discretization Error; Terminate if:
(a) 6 and I = 0 or;
(b) 6 and 0<I<M1.
(3) Update Information:
(a) Set I  I + 1 (subdivide subinterval ),
(b) Update  from (21).
(4) Next Iteration;
(a) Terminate if: I =M1, or if
Pns
k=1 Ik =M − 1,
(b) Otherwise return to step 1.
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3.4. The mesh renement algorithm
We now outline the complete mesh renement algorithm. Denote the mesh renement iteration
number by jr. Assume that the sparse NLP has been solved for the current discretization. Assume
the current mesh has M points and the desired accuracy is . The goal of the mesh renement
procedure is to select the number and location of the mesh points in the new mesh as well as the
order of the new discretization. Typically, we begin with the trapezoidal discretization and switch
to a Hermite{Simpson discretization at some point in the process.
Mesh Renement Algorithm
(1) Construct Continuous Representation; Compute the cubic spline representation from the discrete
NLP solution.
(2) Estimate Discretization Error; Compute an estimate for the discretization error k in each
segment of the current mesh by evaluating (13) using Romberg quadrature; compute the average
error = (1=M)
PM
k=1 k .
(3) Select Primary Order for New Mesh;
(a) If p< 4 and 62, then set p= 4 and go to step 1.
(b) otherwise if (p< 4) and jr > 2, then set p= 4 and go to step 1.
(c) otherwise continue.
(4) Construct New Mesh; containing the M points in the current mesh, and M1 = M 0 − M>0
new points chosen to minimize the maximum estimated error according to (22) using the Mesh
Construction Procedure.
This algorithm is somewhat heuristic and is designed to be ecient on most applications. Compu-
tational experience demonstrates the value of initiating the process with a coarse mesh and low-order
method. In SOCS [7], it is possible to specify the initial discretization, which may be eective when
the user can provide a good initial guess for the solution. If the discretization error appears to be
equidistributed it is reasonable to switch to a higher order discretization (Hermite{Simpson). When
the error is badly distributed at least two dierent discrete solutions are obtained before the or-
der is increased. The new mesh always results in a subdivision of the current mesh, which has
been found desirable in practice. The min=max approach to adding points is designed to emphasize
equidistributing the error.
4. Computational example
To illustrate the eect of the new mesh renement algorithm we consider an example (23) due
to A.V. Rao which has fast transients very close to either end of the long interval. In these regions
we expect order reduction. Fig. 1 shows the solution x of (23).
The problem is
min
u
J =min
u
Z tf
0
x2 + u2 dt (23a)
x0 =−x3 + u; (23b)
x(0) = 1; x(tf) = 1:5; tf = 10 000: (23c)
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Fig. 1. State solution of optimal control problem (24).
Fig. 2. Discretization error and mesh size.
Starting with an initial mesh of 25 points, the new mesh renement strategy proposed here used 11
iterations and gave a nal mesh with 226 points. The old mesh renement strategy not using order
estimation took 10 iterations but had 374 mesh points. The new algorithm gave a slightly more
accurate answer on a substantially smaller mesh.
An examination of the order reduction estimate shows that starting on the third iteration there
was a small layer of points at the ends of the interval where r = 4. It was zero elsewhere. As the
iteration progressed, the order reduction region was always several mesh intervals at each end but
the actual length of the region shrunk in keeping with the narrow boundary layer.
Fig. 2 shows the mesh selection on each iteration and graphs the estimated discretization error.
Here = t=10000 and darker corresponds to earlier iterations.
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Fig. 3. Order reduction in the boundary layers for iterations 4 and 9.
Fig. 3 shows the order reduction in the boundary layers for iterations 4 and 9. The circles plot
the order reduction at mesh points. The dark line is the state solution estimate on that mesh.
5. Summary and conclusions
This paper describes an approach for mesh renement in the direct transcription method. It diers
from many other mesh renement algorithms in which it dynamically estimates what the real order
of the method is at dierent parts of the interval and on dierent iterations. A computational example
illustrates how the algorithm can be advantageous on sti problems.
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